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Abstract. Software security testing is essential to reveal the 

weaknesses in the security of the system. The security level of the 

software must be assessed properly and timely so that the security 

breaches can be prevented to occur otherwise they harm the 

system. Security testing during designing the software will be 

advantageous to reduce the rework and expenses required if it 

will be found insecure after the implementation. Security testing 

can be achieved efficiently through proper framework at the 

early stages of software development. Security can be checked at 

the initial level by taking inputs at the requirement phase and 

design phase so that loopholes can be found and the propagation 

of vulnerabilities can be prevented. At requirement phase security 

requirements can be filtered and then at the next phase designing 

artifacts can be inspected for security errors. A metric is designed 

which will grade the software under test and state that whether 

the system is secured at the proper level or not. In this paper a 

framework is proposed which is based on metric and the 

validation of the metric is done through the Weyuker’s property. 

Keywords- Security testing framework, requirement phase, design 

phase, software development life cycle, security metric. 

I.INTRODUCTION 

The main objective of security testing is to check the 

weaknesses of the implemented security mechanism. 

Security testing process is a way to evolve software 

development process in a manner to reduce vulnerabilities. 

Security testing process gives the various security testing 

activities and tells us which activity is to be carried out in 

what sequence so that the appropriate security is achieved 

with minimum cost and effort. During all the phases of 

software development life cycle (SDLC), security should be 

the parallel thought while planning, designing and 

implementing functionalities in the system. Security testing 

must be performed in time before a breach harms the 

system. If a security breach is identified in the later stages of 

software development life cycle then it requires more effort 

and time to rectify it. A good security testing should 

incorporate the proper designing of the overall system.  In 

the design phase, the skeleton of the software is prepared 

and the various artifacts are collected before stepping into 

the next stage of the SDLC. The application logics, 

algorithms, interface designs, database designs, process 

flows etc are available in the design phase. In the design 

phase, if the efficient approach is used then one can be 

capable of meeting all the security objectives prior to 

implementation.  
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Here the security risks, vulnerabilities, its impact and degree 

of impact can be well explained and mitigated. In the current 

scenario mostly the software is developed in the object 

oriented paradigm where the designing of the software are 

more focussed and weighted. Hence the characteristics of 

the object oriented paradigm should be taken into 

consideration in achieving the security of the software. A 

framework for testing the security at design phase of 

software development life cycle is proposed. The framework 

is composed of four stages which should be done 

sequentially. A security metric called as SMBC is designed 

and implemented in the framework for testing the software. 

SMBC provides the structure for designing any security 

metric and it is based on categorization of classes in 

different levels of security. Categorization of classes can be 

done according to the nature of the software under testing, 

platform used, need, etc. The proposed framework with the 

SMBC metric will provide the complete freedom for the 

implementation. 

II.RELATED WORK 

In the last one and half decade, various works have been 

performed for testing the security of a software system. 

Some of them also focused on integration of security with 

software development. During the Software Development 

Life Cycle (SDLC), the work performed for security testing 

is summarized. The focus is drawn on security prior to 

implementation.  In 2002, K. Jiwnani and M. Zelkowitz [1] 

proposed a security testing strategy based on the three 

dimensional classification of vulnerabilities. Their genesis, 

location and impact are considered. This classification 

scheme fixes defects in the initial stages of the development 

cycle. In 2004, B. Potter, G. Mcgraw [2] proposed a risk-

based approach to software security testing. They 

emphasized the importance of non functional security 

testing. Security problems can be solved before production 

of the software. In 2004, S. Lipner [3] proposed the security 

development lifecycle having many sub-processes 

distributed among all phases of SDLC. Threat modeling is 

placed on the top priority of software development life 

cycle.. In 2004, P. Bresciani, P. Giorgini, F. Giunchiglia, J. 

Mylopoulos, A. Perini[4] proposed a new agent oriented 

software development methodology ‘Tropos’ through which 

security can be implemented at design phase through a 

threat model. Also explained the five phases supported by 

Tropos. Diagrams are used to describe the model. In 2007, 

D. Byers and N. Shahmehri [5] presented a process 

consisting of vulnerabilities. These are based on 

vulnerability cause graphs. In 2007, S. Feruza, Prof. T. Kim 

[6] given a review based on Strategies and methods.  
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Different frameworks for assuring security in components 

are also discussed in detail. They also reviewed the 

technologies in IT security. In 2007, H. Mouratidis, Giorgini 

[7,8] proposed a Secure Tropos technique which is based on 

agents. Security Attack Scenarios are used with the Secure 

Tropos to validate the security solution with respect to the 

system’s security requirements.  

 

The use of secure Tropos for the security of information 

systems at design time is proposed and also given the 

applicability of the approach through a real-life case study. 

In 2008, I. A. Tondel, M. G. Jaatun and J. Jensen [9] 

presented a review of security testing and based on 

vulnerabilities in the organization proposed a software 

security testing scheme. The output of one application is the 

input to the next application to be tested. In 2008, P. R. 

Srivastava, et al [10] discussed on extension of Object-

Oriented Software Testing Techniques to Agent Oriented 

Software Testing. For the generation of the test cases, 

random testing technique is used. In 2010, Z. Hui [11] 

presents a software security testing (SST) model based on 

Software Security Defects (SSD). The defects behavior 

analysis is performed with the help of SSD, software 

vulnerabilities, software security threats and accidents. In 

2010, G. Tian-yang, S. Yin-sheng, and F. You-yuan [12] 

given a review based on major methods and security testing 

tools. Classification of the security testing into security 

functional testing and security vulnerability testing is 

presented. The taxonomy of security testing tools is given. 

In 2011, S. Jain, M. Ingle [13] reviewed the software 

metrics in software development process and suggests that 

there is still the scope of development of metrics for 

quantitative assessment of security. In 2012, S. J. Lincke, T. 

H. Knautz and M. D. Lowery [14] used the Misuse 

Deployment Diagram (MDD) for system architecture. It is 

based on UML. A case study on web registration project is 

performed. In 2012, H. Shahriar, M. Zulkernine [15] 

presented a review based on Security Vulnerability 

Mitigation Techniques. The comparison of various security 

vulnerability mitigation techniques with static analysis and 

hybrid analysis is given. Secure programming and patching 

are also discussed. In 2012, N. Sivakumar and K. 

Vivekanandan [16] compared the various approaches of 

building and testing the software with the help of a case 

study. The need for a specialized agent-oriented software 

testing mechanism is stated. 

Later on the more focus is drawn on the design artifacts 

related to security testing process. Various models are 

designed for testing the security of the software system. 

Security testing techniques are implemented that spans in 

various phases of software development life cycle. The 

vulnerabilities deduction has been the centre point for 

testing the security of the system. Various techniques and 

metrics like Attribute Vulnerability Ratio (AVR) and 

Vulnerability Propagation (VP) are also used.  

The various researchers put the plenty of efforts to integrate 

the security testing with software development process. But 

generally the techniques have been employed in the later 

stages. Hence, the development and implementation of the 

security needs a proper framework for achieving the more 

secure software on time. Hence various security testing 

approaches are proposed in the last decade but no proper 

framework exists for security testing at design phase [17]. 

As the prevention is better than cure, therefore design 

should be checked earlier for security rather than trying to 

secure already made software when threat occurs 

III.DESIGN PHASE FRAMEWORK FOR SOFTWARE 

SECURITY TESTING 

A framework is a detailed and complete structure for the 

realization of a specific task. According to the specific 

application and need, frameworks give the freedom for the 

implementation of the techniques defined. A good security 

framework should consider all the security features and 

examine the vulnerable areas of the software in a proper 

manner.  In the current scenario, the characteristics of the 

object oriented paradigm should go through for the proper 

security of the software. Some of the features of the object 

oriented paradigm that affects the security of a software 

system at the design time are Abstraction, Encapsulation, 

Inheritance, Cohesion, Coupling, Complexity and 

Polymorphism [18, 19]. In order to quantify the affect of 

these properties on the software security, a security metric is 

needed [20, 21]. Considering the need for proper framework 

for security testing in design phase, the framework which is 

composed of four stages – Inception, Preparatory, Execution 

and Assessment is proposed (see figure-1). 

In the software development life cycle, after the analysis and 

design phase, the security requirements and design will be 

given as input to the proposed framework. In the Inception 

stage, the information is taken from the requirement phase 

for security goals, security test items, etc. 

Here the approach for security testing going to be adopted is 

decided and explained. In the second stage, all the 

preparations and data collection is done in reference to the 

security testing with the object oriented design of the 

software. In the third stage, the execution of the security 

testing procedures is done with the help of the identified 

software on the specific project selected for security testing. 

In the last stage, finalize the level of the security of the 

software tested. A security test closure report is prepared 

and documented for further references. In the figure colored 

blocks at each stage shows the output of that stage which 

goes to the next one. 

At the end, the output from the framework will be a tested 

design. According to the outcome security grade one can 

proceed further to forthcoming stages of the software 

development life cycle if the security grade is satisfactory. If 

not satisfactory then rectification in the design should be 

done before implementation (see figure-2). 
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Figure-1: Proposed Framework 

 

Figure-2: Role of Proposed Framework in Software Development 
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A. Stage-1: Inception 

 

This is the first stage and here the inputs for the security 

testing process are taken. The security goals and objectives 

must be clearly defined and explored. The basic objectives 

are the CIA of the security that is Confidentiality, Integrity 

and Availability. The items which are to be tested for 

security must be selected and listed. Both of these tasks are 

generally done in the requirement phase of the software 

development lifecycle [22]. Therefore, these inputs may be 

taken from the requirement phase database.  

There should be criteria for judging whether the tested item 

is secure or not. State that criteria in reference to the 

approach used for security testing. Mention the overall 

approach going to be used for security testing explaining the 

rest of the stages in brief. At last, make a list of test 

deliverables that may include, Security test metrics, Reports, 

Charts etc. 

 

Inception Stage Algorithm() 

{ 

Security Goals(Requirement repository) 

{ 

select security goals; 

check feasibility; 

filter and finalize the security goals; 

} 

//end Security Goals 

Security Test Items(Requirement repository) 

{ 

select security items; 

find the related design material; 

finalize security design items; 

} 

//end Security Test Items 

 

Success Criteria() 

{ 

design the success criteria for security; 

convert in context of design; 

} 

//end Success Criteria 

 

Security Testing Approach() 

{ 

list the input requirements; 

define security testing procedures; 

define the domain of testing; 

list the technical requirements; 

validate the approach; 

} 

//end Security Testing Approach 

 

} 

//end Inception Stage Algorithm 

B. Stage-2: Preparatory 

This is the stage where all the necessary data has been 

collected and prepared for execution. A metric called as 

SMBC i.e. Security Metric Based on Classes is designed in 

this phase for testing the application logic or pseudo code or 

algorithm for getting the level of the security of the specific 

software. SMBC is based on the categorization of the 

classes in various levels of security that are designed 

according to the application. Security grades are decided 

according to the value of the SMBC. Software tools that are 

needed for testing are identified and installed. Assumptions 

and dependencies if any are listed and published to the 

security testing team. Security test procedures are written in 

accordance with the security testing approach and the 

software tools used.  

First of all feature selection for security in Object Oriented 

Paradigm is done. Some of the features of the object 

oriented paradigm that affects the security of a software 

system at the design time are Abstraction, Encapsulation, 

Inheritance, Cohesion, Coupling, Complexity and 

Polymorphism. Abstraction is the feature of filtering the 

essential attributes from the real world problem. 

Encapsulation is the feature of binding the attributes and 

methods together and hiding them for the direct access from 

outside. Inheritance is the property of taking the parent 

attributes and methods and enhancing the reuse. Coupling 

refers to the extent with which different classes depend on 

each other and cohesion refers to the attributes and methods 

relatedness with each other within a single class. 

Complexity is the measure of the effort and time required 

for the work to be performed by the classes and objects. 

Polymorphism means one name many forms and provides 

the feature of referring multiple things in a same manner. 

Selection of the features for finding the security level should 

be done by a technical person who takes into consideration 

the proper measures for security testing.  Next design the 

criteria to identify the category of classes and make a 

condition to belong to each category. The weightage of each 

class in security depends on the category to which it 

belongs. Higher the contribution in security leads the higher 

value of the weightage. The value of the weightage is taken 

in between 0 and 1.The following five categories of classes 

are considered as Highly-Secured, Secured, Moderate-

Secured, Less-Secured and Un-Secured :- 

• Highly-Secured classes (HS) (weightage in 

security:C1=1) 

{Given condition for a class to belong in Highly-

Secured category}  condition-1 

• Secured classes (S) (weightage in security:C2=0.75) 

{Given condition for a class to belong in Secured 

category}   condition-2 

• Moderate-Secured classes (MS) (weightage in 

security: C3=0.50) 

{Given condition for a class to belong in Moderate-

Secured category}  condition-3 

• Less-Secured classes (LS) (weightage in security: 

C4=0.25) 

{Given condition for a class to belong in Less-

Secured category}   condition-4 

• Un-Secured classes (US) (weightage in security: 

C5=0) 
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{Given condition for a class to belong in Un-Secured 

category}   condition-5 

For Highly-secured classes, the security is best that is why 

the value C1 is taken as 1. In this case class contribution to 

security is maximum. It will maximize the value of the 

security metric as desired. For secured classes, the security 

is said to be good enough and the value of C2 is taken as 

0.75. For Moderate -Secured classes, the security achieved 

is average and the value of C3 is taken as 0.50. For Less -

Secured classes, the security is sacrificed but still better than 

unsecured and that is why the value of C4 is normally set to 

0.25. For Un-Secured classes, there is no security 

guaranteed that is why the value of C5 is set to 0. However 

according to the nature of the application and the need of 

security the values of the C1, C2, C3, C4 and C5 may be 

altered as to fit into to the security considerations. 

A metric called as Security Metric Based on Classes 

(SMBC), which is based on the categorization of the classes 

in various levels of security according to the application is 

designed. In general SMBC is defined as- 

SMBC

=
∑ (weightage[i]  ∗  number of classes in category[i])𝑖

total number of classes
 

Or  

 

SMBC = (∑ Ci ∗ 𝐶Ci)/ 

𝑛

𝑖=1

CT 

where  

CCi  = Number of classes in class category i (HS, S,     

MS, LS, US). 

Ci = Multiplier/Coefficient for the weightage of the 

security for class category i. 

CT  = Total Number of classes 

n = Total number of class categories 

Now exploring the SMBC formula according to the 

categories defined in the above section, SMBC can be 

defined as- 

 

SMBC

=
C1 ∗ CCHS + C2 ∗ CCS +  C3 ∗  CCMS + C4 ∗ CCLS + C5 ∗  CCUS 

CT

  

 

where 

CCHS   = Total Number of Highly-Secured classes 

CCS   = Total Number of Secured classes 

CCMS   = Total Number of Moderate-Secured classes 

CCLS  = Total Number of Less -Secured classes 

CCUS   = Total Number of Un-Secured classes 

CT   = Total Number of classes 

 (CT = CCHS + CCS   + CCMS + CCLS + CCUS) 

C1 = Multiplier for the weightage of Highly-  Secured 

classes in security 

C2 = Multiplier for the weightage of Secured classes in 

security 

C3 = Multiplier for the weightage of Moderate -

Secured classes in security 

 

SMBC Range Security 

Grade 

Security 

Level 

Remark 

SMBC=1 O Highest 

Security 

System is 

said to be 

fully secured 
and safe. 

0.75<=SMBC<1 A  Very 

High 

Security 

System is 

said to be 

secured and 
safe at 

optimum 

level. 

0.5<=SMBC<0.75 B High 
Security 

System is 
secured at 

satisfactory 

level and 
takes care of 

sensitive 

attributes. 

0.25<=SMBC<0.5 C Medium 
Security 

System is less 
secured and 

satisfactory 

level is low. 

0<SMBC<0.25 D Low 
Security 

System is not 
secured and 

security 

features need 
to be altered. 

SMBC=0 E Lowest 

Security 

System is 

insecure and 

fully 
vulnerable 

and all the 
security 

features need 

to be 
redesigned to 

rectify it. 
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C4 = Multiplier for the weightage of Less -Secured 

classes in security 

C5 = Multiplier for the weightage of Un-Secured 

classes in security 

 

0<=C1<=1, 0<=C2<=1, 0<=C3<=1, 0<=C4<=1, 

0<=C5<=1and 0<=SMBC<=1. 

The standard values for coefficients are taken as follows: 

C1=1, C2=0.75, C3=0.50, C4=0.25 and C5=0. 

Higher the value of SMBC better is the security of the 

software. Security grades are decided according to the value   

of the SMBC. It is given and explained in table-1. 

The calculation of the SMBC and the evaluation of the 

category count that is the number of classes in each category 

can be done with the code written in any language. 

Therefore, the Software and the tools that are needed for 

testing are identified and installed. Assumptions and 

dependencies if any are listed and published to the security 

testing team. For the categorization of the classes, the 

procedures for the selection criteria for any class to put it 

inside the declared categories should be designed and 

written. Decide the inputs and take application logic either 

in form of pseudo code, algorithm or program from the 

design repository. The calculation of the number of classes 

inside each category can be computerized and executed with 

the help of any selected software or tool. 

Preparatory Stage Algorithm() 

{ 

select security features in OOP; 

 

Categorization of Classes() 

{ 

define criteria for categorization; 

make rule for each category; 

list categories; 

} 

//end Categorization of Classes 

 

Design SMBC() 

{ 

decide weightage in security for each category; 

SMBC= (∑ (weightage[i]  ∗𝑖

 number of classes in category[i])/ total number of 

classes); 

} 

//end Design SMBC 

 

Design security grading table() 

{ 

decide the security grades; 

assign the SMBC range for each grade; 

write the comments and suggestions for each grade; 

make final security grading table; 

} 

//end Design security grading table 

 

install security testing tools; 

 

list assumptions and dependencies; 

 

design security test procedures(Design repository) 

        Table-1: Resultant Security Grading 

 

{ 

decide computer language for execution; 

decide inputs; 

store all in a file; 

convert in proper format; 

write the code in selected language; 

} 

//end design security test procedures 

 

} 

//end Preparatory Stage Algorithm 

C. Stage-3: Execution 

After the first two stages, all the data is collected and 

prepared as needed. Now the execution of the proposed 

technique must be done step by step in a proper manner. 

First get the application logic in Object oriented paradigm 

from the database. Execute the security test procedures 

either using some tool or manually. Identify the category of 

each class using the categorization criteria defined in the 

previous stage. Count the number of classes in each 

category (CCHS, CCS, CCMS, CCLS, CCUS). Finally calculate 

the SMBC (Security Metric Based on Classes) using the 

designed formula. 

Execution Stage Algorithm() 

{ 

CategoryCount(Design repository) 

{    

//get Application Logic in OOP 

Read File Wordbyword("file path");       

 

// category Identification 

 while (there are words in the file)  

{ 

for (each class in the file) 

{  

find(variables required for categorization 

of classes); 

             } 

//end for 

         }       

//end while       

 

//count the number of classes in each category  

          if (condition-1) 

          CCHS ++; 

         else if (condition-2) 

          CCS ++; 

          else if (condition-3)           

           CCMS ++; 

          else if (condition-4) 

          CCLS ++; 

 else if (condition-5) 

CCUS ++; 

Calculate SMBC(); //function call 

     }    

//end CategoryCount 
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//SMBC calculation 

 Calculate SMBC() 

{ 

Initialize coefficients();//function call 

SMBC = (((C1* CCHS)+(C2* CCS)+ (C3* CCMS)+ (C4* 

CCLS)+ (C5* CCUS))/total number of classes); 

} 

//end Calculate SMBC 

 

Initialize coefficients() 

{ 

C1=1; 

          C2=0.75; 

C3=0.5; 

          C4=0.25; 

          C5=0; 

} 

//end Initialize coefficients 

} 

//end Execution Stage Algorithm 

D. Stage-4: Assessment 

Finally at last, record the SMBC value and refer the security 

grading table for finding the level of the security of the 

software tested. Now analyze the result and do 

interpretations accordingly. It should be concluded whether 

the security grade is satisfactory or not. If satisfactory then 

proceed to implementation and if not then rectification in the 

design should be done before implementation. A security 

test closure report will be prepared and well documented for 

future references. 

 

Assessment Stage Algorithm() 

{ 

finalize the security level; //refer to security grading table in 

preparatory stage 

 

Make Interpretations() 

{ 

describe the security testing result; 

list effects; 

} 

//end Make Interpretations 

 

Security Test Closure Report(Design repository) 

     { 

final comments; 

give suggestions; 

prepare report; 

} 

//end Security Test Closure Report 

 

} 

//end Assessment Stage Algorithm 

E. Premises and Guidelines 

The following premises have been considered while 

designing the proposed framework for security testing 

process at design phase:- 

i. The requirement phase has been done and will 

provide the proper inputs to the design phase 

related to security testing process. 

ii. The design phase also has been done and the design 

document is sufficient for achieving proper security 

testing of any software system. 

 

The guidelines for proper realization of the proposed 

framework that should be considered during implementation 

are as follows:- 

i. Identify all the security attributes properly in the 

very first stage i.e. Inception stage. 

ii. While designing the security metric based on 

classes (SMBC), the value of the weightage 

coefficients may be altered according to the 

application and the features taken for the 

categorization of the classes. 

iii. Security grading table should be designed in 

accordance with the need and level of the security 

demanded for the specific application. 

IV. VALIDATION OF THE PROPOSED 

FRAMEWORK 

Validation of any framework or metric can be done either 

theoretically or empirically. Theoretical validation can also 

be done in various ways like using Weyuker’s properties, 

Kitchenham’s properties or Briand’s properties [23]. For the 

validation of the proposed framework, the Weyuker 

properties of measures are used. There are nine Weyuker’s 

properties- Noncoarseness, Granularity, Nonuniqueness 

(Notion of Equivalence), Design Details are Important, 

Monotonicity, Nonequivalence of Interaction, Permutation, 

Renaming Property and Interaction Increases Complexity 

[24] that are needed to be satisfied for proving the validity. 

However, in the object oriented paradigm there are few 

properties that are mandatory and few properties that are 

needed to be hold for all types of metrics. Rest of the 

properties sometimes may violate depends on the type of 

object under validation. For the validation through 

Weyuker’s properties let there are three application software 

X, Y and Z and a metric m. Weyuker’s properties can be 

stated as follows:- 

Property-1(Non-coarseness): ∃𝑋, 𝑌: 𝑚(𝑋) ≠ 𝑚(𝑌). This 

implies that there should be some application software for 

which value of metric is different. This property must hold 

for all types of metrics [25]. 

Property-2(Granularity): If 𝑚(𝑋) = 𝑚(𝑌) then count (for 

such application software) < ∞. This implies that there 

should be a finite number of application software having the 

same metric value. This is an essential property for object 

oriented metric. This property must hold for all types of 

metrics [25]. 

Property-3(Non-uniqueness): There can exist distinct 

software application X and Y such that m (X)   = m (Y). 

This implies that any two application software can have the 

same metric value. 

Property-4(Design details are important): Given two 

application software X and Y, which provide the same 

functionality, does not imply 𝑚(𝑋) = 𝑚(𝑌). This means 

that doing the same work does not mean the same internal 

structure of the application software. 
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Property-5(Monotonicity): For all application software X 

and Y, if X+Y is the combination of X and Y then, 

m(X)≤m(X+Y)   and m(Y)≤ m (X+Y) must hold. This 

implies that the metric for the combination of two 

application software can never be less than the metric for 

either of the component application software.  

Property-6(Nonequivalence of Interaction): For application 

software X, Y, Z, if m (X) = m (Y) then it is not necessary 

that m (X+Z) = m (Y+Z) holds. This suggests that the 

resultant measurement of adding Z in X may be different 

from adding Z in Y.  

Property-7(Permutation): This property states that 

permutation of elements within the item being measured can 

change the metric value. This property is applicable in 

traditional program design. It is not applicable for object 

oriented metrics. 

Property-8(Renaming Property): If a class X is a renaming 

of a class Y, then m (X)   = m (Y). The renaming property 

states that the name of entity has no effect on the metric 

value. That means if the name of any metric changed then 

its value will not be affected. This is an essential property 

for object oriented metric.  

Property-9(Interaction Increases Complexity): X and Y are 

application software such that: m (X)   + m (Y)   < m 

(X+Y). The property states that when the two application 

software is combined, then the interaction between 

application software can increase the complexity metric 

value. 

Now, taking each property one by one for the proposed 

framework as follows:- 

Property-1(Non-coarseness): ∃𝑋, 𝑌: 𝑚(𝑋) ≠ 𝑚(𝑌).  

Let all the classes are Highly-secured in application 

software then m(X) can be calculated as:- 

 

SMBC =
1 ∗ CT + 0.75 ∗ 0 + 0.50 ∗ 0 + 0.25 ∗   0 + 0 ∗   0

CT

 

This implies m(X)=1 in the best case and the security is 

highest. This is the Best case (Highest Security, SMBC=1). 

Let half of the classes are Highly- secured and half of the 

classes are secured in application software Y then m(Y) can 

be calculated as:-  

 

SMBC

=
1 ∗ (CT/2) + 0.75 ∗  (CT/2) + 0.50 ∗ 0 + 0.25 ∗  0 + 0 ∗   0

CT

 

This implies m(Y)=0.875. It is the average case and the 

security is high. 

Therefore, ∃𝑋, 𝑌: 𝑚(𝑋) ≠ 𝑚(𝑌). Hence property-1 holds 

for the proposed framework. 

 

Property-2(Granularity): If 𝑚(𝑋) = 𝑚(𝑌) then count (for 

such application software) < ∞.  

As each software is unique and will have only the finite 

number of classes and classes also have only finite number 

of methods and variables, the different software which have 

same value of the SMBC will be finite in number. Hence 

property-2 holds for the proposed framework. 

 

Property-3(Non-uniqueness): There can exist distinct 

software application X and Y such that m (X)   = m (Y).  

If half of the classes are Moderate- secured and half of the 

classes are Less-secured then  

SMBC

=
1 ∗ 0 + 0.75 ∗ 0  + 0.50 ∗ (CT/2) + 0.25 ∗ (CT/2) + 0 ∗   0

CT

 

This implies SMBC=0.375. 

If half of the classes are Secured and half of the classes are 

Un-secured then  

SMBC

=
1 ∗ 0 + 0.75 ∗ (CT/2)   + 0.50 ∗ 0 + 0.25 ∗ 0 + 0 ∗  (CT/2)

CT

 

This implies SMBC=0.375. 

Here the two softwares are different but the SMBC value of 

both is same. This implies that any two application software 

can have the same metric value. Hence property-3 holds for 

the proposed framework. 

Property-4(Design details are important): Given two 

application software X and Y, which provide the same 

functionality, does not imply 𝑚(𝑋) = 𝑚(𝑌).  

There may be two softwares, which have the same 

functionality but internally they may have different logic 

and algorithm. The classes inside may have different 

security levels, software may be designed using different 

technologies and different programming. So, the number of 

classes belongs to different categories defined in the 

proposed framework may vary for the similar types of 

software. Thus, it will give the different SMBC value for 

them. Hence property-4 holds for the proposed framework. 

Property-5(Monotonicity): For all application software X 

and Y, if X+Y is the combination of X and Y then, 

m(X)≤m(X+Y) and m(Y)≤ m (X+Y) must hold. As the 

SMBC is like an averaging metric and when two application 

software are combined then it will give the value between 

the two SMBC values of the component software. Property-

5 does not hold for the proposed framework. Weyuker says 

that property-5 does not hold for measures like effort and 

data flow [24]. Hence it is not an essential property and it 

may not hold for some metrics. 

Property-6(Nonequivalence of Interaction): For 

application software X, Y, Z, if m (X) = m (Y) then it is not 

necessary that m (X+Z) = m (Y+Z) holds. To prove this 

property let there is an application software X in which half 

of the classes are Moderate- secured and half of the classes 

are Less-secured where total number of classes are 10 then 

SMBC value will be as follows:- 

SMBC =
1 ∗ 0 + 0.75 ∗ 0  + 0.50 ∗ 5 + 0.25 ∗ 5 + 0 ∗   0

10
 

This implies SMBC (X) =0.375. 

Let there is another application software Y in which half of 

the classes are Secured and half of the classes are Un-

secured where total number of classes are 20 then SMBC 

value will be as follow:-  

SMBC

=
1 ∗ 0 + 0.75 ∗ 10  + 0.50 ∗ 0 + 0.25 ∗ 0 + 0 ∗   10

20
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This implies SMBC (Y) =0.375. 

Now, let there is another application software Z  which has 

total 6 classes out of which half of the classes are Less- 

secured and half of the classes are Unsecured then  

 

SMBC =
1 ∗ 0 + 0.75 ∗   0 +  0.50 ∗ 0 + 0.25 ∗ 3 + 0 ∗  3

6
 

 This implies SMBC (Z) =0.125. 

Let Z is added to both software X and Y. Then the SMBC 

value of the (X+Z) can be calculated as follows:- 

 

SMBC

=
1 ∗ 0 + 0.75 ∗   0 +  0.50 ∗ 5 + 0.25 ∗ (5 + 3) + 0 ∗  3

16
 

This implies SMBC (X+Z) =0.28125. 

Similarly the SMBC value of the (Y+Z) can be calculated as 

follows:- 

 

SMBC

=
1 ∗ 0 + 0.75 ∗  10 +  0.50 ∗ 0 + 0.25 ∗ 3 + 0 ∗  (10 + 3)

16
 

This implies SMBC (Y+Z) =0.317307. 

Hence, SMBC (X) = SMBC (Y) but SMBC (X+Z) ≠ SMBC 

(Y+Z). Therefore, property-6 holds for the proposed 

framework. 

 

Property-7(Permutation): This property states that 

permutation of elements within the item being measured can 

change the metric value. This property is applicable in 

traditional program design. It is not applicable for object 

oriented metrics [23]. Hence, it is not applicable to the 

proposed framework. 

 

Property-8(Renaming Property): If a class X is a 

renaming of a class Y, then m (X)   = m (Y). The renaming 

property states that the name of entity has no effect on the 

metric value. This is an essential property for object oriented 

metric [23]. It is obvious that renaming the application 

software or class will not affect the category of the classes to 

which they belongs. Hence renaming will not affect the 

value of the SMBC. This implies that property-8 holds for 

the proposed framework. 

 

Property-9(Interaction Increases Complexity): X and Y 

are application software such that: m (X)   + m (Y)   < m 

(X+Y). The property states that when the two application 

softwares are combined, then the interaction between 

application software can increase the complexity metric 

value. Property-9 does not hold for the proposed framework. 

Weyuker says that property-9 does not hold for measures 

like effort and data flow [24]. Hence it is not an essential 

property and it may not hold for some metrics. 

  

Summary of the validation through Weyuker’s properties 

has been stated in table-2. 

Table-2: Summary of validation through Weyuker’s property 
Property Applicability of the 

Property 

Status for the 

Proposed 

Framework 

Property 1 Must hold for all types of 

metrics [25] 

Holds 

Property 2 Must hold for all types of 

metrics [25] and must hold 

for object oriented 

metrics[23] 

Holds 

Property 3 Must hold for all types of 

metrics [25] 

Holds 

Property 4 Must hold for object 

oriented metrics [25] 

Holds 

Property 5 May not hold for some 

metrics[24] 

Does not hold 

Property 6 Must hold for object 

oriented metrics [25] 

Holds 

Property 7 Not applicable for object 

oriented metrics[23] 

Not Applicable 

Property 8 Must hold for object 

oriented metrics[23] 

Holds 

Property 9 May not hold for some 

metrics[24] 

Does not hold 
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Thus, from table-2 it has been concluded that all the 

necessary properties hold for the proposed framework.  

Property 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8 must hold for OO metrics [25] and 

these all hold here. Hence the proposed framework has been 

validated. 

V.CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

Study reveals that there are sufficient artifacts at design 

phase of SDLC through which security testing can be 

assessed easily and timely. Some techniques are there that 

are applied at design phase but there does not exist any 

proper framework for security testing at design phase. 

Hence there seems a lack of robust framework for getting a 

proper security testing process which can be performed at 

design phase. After studying various papers in this context 

the complete framework composed of four stages is 

proposed. This can be considered as a generic framework 

through which security testing can be performed in a 

systematic manner so as to minimize the probable threats of 

a software system. For the realization of the framework after 

the identification of the proper security test items, only 

algorithm is needed. With the proposed framework, at the 

end of the design phase, the security flaws till far has been 

identified and can be removed before proceeding to further 

phases of software development. Hence the chances of the 

security breaches because of the flawful design will be 

neutralized and further propagation of vulnerabilities is 

prevented. In the further phases of software development 

life cycle, testing domain is narrowed and will be more 

focused only on the corresponding phase changes. In the 

proposed framework, to assess the level of security of any 

software only the algorithm is needed which is easily 

available at design phase. A security metric called as SMBC 

is designed which actually provides the base for designing 

any security metric and it does not depend on the 

implementation details. 
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